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NOTE: Call numbers refer to locations in the Reference Department.

Bibliographies, general:


MUSIC Library (Reference) ML3556 .H266 1976


MAIN 016.8136 H773u


L013.0396 H853d


306.47097 I31


016.97304 J89b


822.3 SZkujo


L016.32526 L849s


MAIN 325.26 M398a


016.9173 M439b


MAIN 016.8136 M877r


015.73 N535b

**MAIN 016.37 N535b**


810.80896 O98


016.8108 P363a


016.81099 P366a


016.8108 R5175b


**MAIN L810.9 S648s 1992**


016.8108 S759


016.8108 S759.g


**MAIN 016.81 T945a**


**MAIN 810.9 T945t**

**Bio-bibliographies, general**


810.9896 A2585


818.08 A258


810.99206 A5117


Drew, Bernard A. *100 Most Popular African American Authors: Biographical Sketches and Bibliographies.* Westport, CT: Libraries Unlimited, 2007. 810.9896 D776o


**Biographical dictionaries**


*Afro-American Writers before the Harlem Renaissance.* Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1986. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 50)* *(Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.50*

*Afro-American Writers, 1940-1955.* Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1988. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 76)* *(Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.76*


Black Aesthetics


Fowler, Carolyn. Black Arts and Black Aesthetics: A Bibliography. 2nd ed. (Georgia?): First World, 1981. 016.7001 F785b

Directories

Black Authors and Published Writers Directory. Rochester Hills, MI: Grace Adams. Annual. L820.9896 B628

Drama


_Afro-American Writers After 1955: Dramatists and Prose Writers._ Edited by Thadious M. Davis and Trudier Harris. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1985. (Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 38). (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.38


_Black Drama_ [electronic resource]: 1850 to present. 2nd ed. Alexandria, VA: Alexander Street Press, 2005-. NU online access


**Encyclopedias**


**Fiction**

Afro-American Fiction Writers After 1955. Edited by Thadious M. Davis and Trudier Harris. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1984. (Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 33) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.33


Folklore


Geographic (alphabetic by area name in bold type)


(Dictionary of Literary Biography, v.125) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.125

(Dictionary of Literary Biography, v.157) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.157

AFRICANA 016.981 C755

MAIN 016.8108 E46b

MAIN L810.9896 E461

016.81098 K16c

AFRICANA 016.80889 B533b.c

NU online access  

MAIN 810.99287 C277

868.909 E566

016.80989 G6765c

AFRICANA (Bibliographies) 016.80889 J25b


**Harlem Renaissance**


*Afro-American Writers from the Harlem Renaissance to 1940*. Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1987. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 51) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.51*


**Indexes**


**Individual authors (alphabetical by authors’ last names in bold type)**

Jones, Mary E. *James Baldwin*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971. (Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 5.)


Fouch, Deborah Smith. *Everett Leroi Jones (Imamu Ameer Baraka)*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971. (Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 2.)


Gordon, Carolyn. *Lorraine Hansberry*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971. (Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 1) *MAIN L016.8125 H249g*


Peabody, Ina. *Chester Himes*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971? (Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 3) *MAIN L016.81354 H657c*


Campbell, Josie P. *Student Companion to Zora Neale Hurston*. Westport: Greenwood Press, 2001. MAIN 813.5 H966Zca


Fouch, Deborah Smith. *Everett Leroi Jones (Imamu Ameer Baraka)*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971. (Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 2.) L016.8115 J77f


*George Lamming: A Select Bibliography*. Cave Hill, Barbados: Main Library, University of the West Indies, 1980. L016.8239 L232Zg


**Juvenile Literature**


**MAIN Curriculum (Reference) 011.62089 R755b 1992**

**MAIN Curriculum (Reference) 028.5 B167bl**

**MAIN Curriculum (Reference) 028.5 B167bl 1974**

**MAIN Curriculum (Reference) 016.8108 W723b**

**Negritude**

**016.84098 B465n**

**016.90904 M621n**

**Plot summaries**

**810.9896 A25767**

**810.9896 M423**

**810.9896 M4233**

**810.80896 O98**

**809.8896 V136s**

**810.9896 S727b**
Poetry


*Afro-American Poets Since 1955.* Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1985. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 41)* (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554 v.41


Mandelik, Peter. *A Concordance to the Poetry of Langston Hughes.* Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1975. MAIN L811.5 H8932Zm


**Women**
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